
 

BIDDER’S CROWN 
24

th 
August 2021, Tuesday: The Computer Society (Jr.) organized its first online event 

of Tech Bash’21- “Bidder’s Crown”, the online debut of our annual IPL Auction. The 

secretary began with welcoming the attendees on behalf of the committee followed by 

an announcement of our sponsors for the evening; StackD Burgers and No Escape.  

 

 

 

The event began with an elimination round which consisted of a challenging quiz 

based on cricket trivia. A total of eight teams who came out on top moved forward to 

bid at the auction. These eight teams were given specific IPL team names such as 

Delhi Capitals to Team 1, Royal Challengers Bangalore for Team 2 and so on. 

  



 

This was when the special element of the event was introduced. A total of 4 cards were 

introduced to the teams, and these cards if/when won by the participants would give 

them an upper hand over the others. These cards had to be won by answering specific 

hand-crafted audio and video questions. 

 

The Extra Capital Card 

After the teams acquired the cards, the auction finally began after a demo of the 

proceedings was given to the participants by the committee members. The IPL players 

being auctioned were divided into five categories, namely, Batsmen, Bowlers, All-

rounders, Uncapped players and Wicket keepers. Two of our auctioneers alternated 

between the categories to bid off the players.  

 

Participants bidding  



 

The aim was to acquire at least one player from each category with the limited amount 

of capital that was given. This was the moment everyone had been waiting for, restless 

in their seats as soon as the players began to be auctioned off. After a hearty bidding 

round, we had our winning teams ready to be felicitated with the help of taggers who 

had recorded and constantly updated all the auction data.  

 

Vote of Thanks 

A formal vote of thanks was given after the winning teams, Rishi Shah and Kevin 

Doshi of Team Delhi Capitals, and Manav Vakharia and Vatsal Shah of Team 

Rajasthan Royals came in the first and second place respectively. The teams were then 

heartily congratulated by our teachers bringing the event to a satisfying end! 

 

 

 

 


